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WHAT IS 
STRATEGIC INTELLIGENCE?
How can your organization benefit from it?



Definition

Strategic Intelligence is the 
collection and analysis of the 
“capabilities, activities, and 
intentions of states and non-state 
entities” - all with the goal of 
protecting U.S. national security.1

1 - 2019 National Intelligence Strategy
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Agent X Scenario

It is a chilly fall day in Arlington, VA. Agent X has just 
come back from breakfast. It’s now 10am. Sipping 
a cup of freshly brewed coffee, Agent X turns on 
his laptop and activates his Fognigma client. One 
connected to the Agency’s traceless network, he 
launches a Virtual Desktop (VDI) to begin his work.

His Fognigma VDI was strategically built to make it 
look like Agent X is a local in Warsaw, Poland, which 
allows him to search through regional websites (with 
express interest in Russian new sites, social media, 
and other online communities), without his actions 
being traceable to U.S. intelligence activities. The VDI 
he is using was created moments before he needed 
it on an automated schedule set by an administrator 
at the Agency HQ in Washington, D.C. Once Agent X 
concludes his work for the day, the VDI is automatically 
destroyed. He’ll use a new, fresh instance the next day 

to add more obfuscation to his operations. However, 
since he is using Fognigma VDI’s Nomadic Profile 
solution, his saved files will automatically be available 
to him in every new VDI build.
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to make it look like Agent X is a local 
in Warsaw, Poland, which allows him 
to search through regional websites 

without his actions being traceable to 
U.S. intelligence activities.
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Scenario continued...

And so, he searches.

After it’s annexation by Russia in 2014, it became very difficult 
for the world to get any non-Russian-censored news out of 
Crimea. Lately, to combat this censorship, “civilian journalist” 
have take to social media to post their own news stories, 
complete with photos and videos. Much like in 2009, the world 
witnessed Russia posturing with troops near the Crimean 
border. Russia’s official position on their military presence is 
that it is merely for their own security, nothing more. There is, 
however doubt in the global community.

Agent X delves deep into VK (Russia’s most popular social 
media site). He combs through posts about pop music and 
pictures of food until he finds posts by these civilian journalist 
– first-hand accounts of very real and frightening military 
activities. The more he searches, the more evidence he finds.
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What Does This Reveal?

Agent X’s Open Source Intelligence (OSINT) has revealed some 
interesting contradictions to Russia’s official statement. He saves 
a few screenshots, images, and video to his VDI in a special folder 
shared by all Agency VDI instances. This folder allows Agency HQ 
to securely retrieve three data from their own VDI’s in Washington. 
After some discussion, HQ concludes this evidence is enough 
of an indicator to warrant further intelligence, surveillance, and 
reconnaissance (ISR)

After conducting more ISR, Agent X’s superiors pass the information 
to the applicable agencies in Washington. From the data, they 
determine there is adequate evidence to place political pressure 
on Russian leaders.

Agent X, meanwhile, continues to monitor Russian and Crimean 
social media sites from a computer half a world away – secure 
and undetectable thanks to his Fognigma VDI.

He saves a few screenshots, 
images, and video to his VDI 

in a special folder shared 
by all Agency VDI instances. 
This folder allows Agency 

HQ to securely retrieve three 
data from their own VDI’s in 

Washington.
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